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If you love anime and you otaku you will definitely think about learning Japanese to better understand this exciting culture. The Internet has great advantages, including being able to learn the language from the comfort of your home, although it will always be necessary to go out and talk to natives to have more fluidity and better pronunciation. The Japanese language is not
simple because its symbols are very different from the letters we use, but with a little perseverance and dedication you will be able to understand this wonderful language. You can start by studying the colors in Japanese, because by knowing how these words are pronounced you will begin to understand the adjectives and you will be able to form simple phrases. As you learn
Japanese from scratch you need to know some of the basic aspects of Japanese grammar to start learning the language: 1.- Japanese has only two major times present and past. 2.- All modifications of Japanese verbs are made with suffixes. 3.- Almost all verbs are regular, so it will be easy to conjugate after you understand their verbal times. 4.- Japanese names have no gender
or number 5.- All syllables are pronounced the same all the time, it is easier than in English, where one word is written to one side and pronounced in the other. 6.- The verb always appears at the end of the sentence. 7.- There are grammatical particles that are used to refer to grammatical functions
want TO LEARN FAST JAPONES! I assure you that if you follow this guide to
learn Japanese step by step you will definitely do it! I'm sure you've heard there how hard it is to master the language, but calm down as you follow our guide you'll notice that it's not so true. Don't get confused, it's not that it doesn't require effort, it just shouldn't be as complicated as everyone usually says. You have to be prepared to be consistent and stay motivated in the
process, for this we have gathered a lot of resources to learn the language. This will certainly make learning Japanese easier and more fun. Also, our intention is that it's free or very cheap as LEARN JAPONES from SCRATCH? This simple and fast Japanese method of learning for free starts at the entry level. Assuming you don't speak Japanese and guide you in each of the
steps. In addition, we will mention what resources should be used, when and how. This should be all you need to progress and learn to speak Japanese. So you don't spend all your time and enthusiasm planning how to learn Japanese, you just read this guide and follow it. Our goal will be to achieve fluency by speaking Japanese as directly as possible. Unlike a teacher or a
textbook, we have the opportunity to choose the path Want. So you can learn Japanese online online for free and in a more flexible way. Relax, there are no tests. You don't need to keep up with the fastest or slowest in the class. All you have to do is follow every step, pawn and progress. A little clarification, it is in the constant process of the document. This means that from time
to time you can change. That's why I recommend subscribing to our email list or follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or Instagram. So you can know when it changes. If you have experience with Japanese, we invite you to take a look at our method. I'm sure you'll find something to help you learn Japanese ⚡ as STUDY JAPANESE ONLINE? Welcome, this section is for real
newcomers in Japanese. You probably know a few words in Japanese. Maybe konnichiwa here or tank there. These first steps are especially important. They are the ones that will determine the base on which you can build. Now you will see the best guides to start learning Japanese, I assure you that if you follow each of them you will be speaking Japanese soon. But WAIT!
before going to the manuals to read so you can know how to use them. Step #1: LEARN EASY: ABECEDARIO JAPONES HIRAGANATime is estimated to be between 1 day and 1 week. Hiragan's syllable is the Japanese version of the alphabet, at least one of them. This is one of the 3 Japanese systems that need to be studied in order to be able to read books in Japanese. Two
other Japanese syllabic Katakana and Kanji are Japanese. However, Hiragan is where you need to start. The ability to read Hiragana is a prerequisite for most books and resources to learn Japanese. This will be the first thing you will learn in the classroom. That's a good starting point. Most Japanese courses spend about a month studying Hiragana's reading and writing. It's too
much! Instead of writing each Hiragan character over and over again to remember them use a guide that will leave you down and in a few hours you can read and write Hiragan. Here's how you'll start learning Japanese today. It uses mnemtechnics and sheets that are designed to help you remember and that you can use Hiragana to what you believe. GUIDE: HOW LEARN
JAPONES HIRAGANA It is important that you keep in mind that this guide will teach you how to read Hiragana rather than how to write it (although you will certainly learn some of this as well). Of course, it has a purpose. It is very important to be able to write Hiragan by hand, and eventually you will, however now I would delay your learning a little. I'm sure 99% of you spend
writing do it on your PC or on your mobile phone. It's also write Hiragan (Katakana and Kanji too). In fact at this point an app like Hiragana Pro will sell you super. This combined with mnemtechnics and practice sheets will allow you to be able to read Hiragan in a day or two rather than the month it may take. Step #2: LEARN TO SPEAK: JAPANESE PRONUNCIATIONA Expensive
Time: Variable (on the way). Pronunciation in Japanese Good pronunciation begins with Hiragana. Even if Hiragan alone doesn't teach you all about Japanese, it's the key to understanding how to pronounce Japanese. In addition, it will give you the basics to sound like native Japanese. Hiragan will give you 80% of this part. To cover the remaining 20%, I'll leave you with a guide
to the basics of Japanese pronunciation. Before you start learning how to read Hiragan you can also read the Japanese Sounds and Mouth section. Once you have finished learning to read the Japanese alphabet Basico Hiragana you will return to this point and read the important differences section. This is a comparison of sounds that exist in Japanese, not in English or Spanish.
What's more, if you plan to learn English and Japanese at the same time it comes to you divine. GUIDE: HOW TO DO IN JAPONESS pronunciation work better from the beginning. Don't ignore it because it's hard. This is very important for learning spoken Japanese. When things get tough, it's important that you spend time studying. Yes, you have already learned basic
Japanese. Step #3: LEARN TO WRITE JAPONES: ABECEDARIO HIRAGANATime Dear: From a few hours to 2 days. Preliminary requirement: Being able to read HiraganaTeclad HiraganaNow you can read and pronounce Hiragana it's time to learn how to write Japanese on PC and Mobile.First of all, you need to install a Japanese keyboard. Fortunately, you don't need to buy
any extra parts for it. Just download the IME (Input Method) software for free. You can add an IME keyboard on almost any PC, smartphone or operating system. Follow the guide below for IME. GUIDE: HOW INSTALL A JAPANESE KEYBOARDOnce you have installed everything it's time to start typing in Japanese. Follow this guide focused on how to write in Hiragan
GUIDE: HOW TO WRITE IN JAPANESE Once you've learned to write in Japanese it's time to move on to the next step. Step #4: STUDY KANJI JAPONES: UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS KANJITime Dear: VariableKanjiIn is our method to be a master of Japanese you will be able to learn kanji reading early. Once you can read and write Hiragan it's time to start memorizing Kanji.✅
Our Foundation Is the hardest part of learning Japanese remembers Kanji. At least that's what people say. But leaving it at the end or postponing it won't help Training. Almost everything is used by Kanji, which makes it one of the most important aspects when it comes to learning Japanese. The quality of your training will depend heavily if you ignore it. When using books most of
the time, beginners continue to search for and learn vocabulary in Japanese. This takes away from you the Japanese grammar you are trying to learn and memorize. It becomes frustrating and slow. Studying some Kanjis and vocabulary at first makes learning grammar faster and easier. Kanji maintains vocabulary, vocabulary helps communication and grammar humiliate
everything. Without vocabulary, grammar doesn't make much sense. This problem makes grammar very abstract and complex. As with the guide to learning Japanese Hiragan, we have a guide to learning and memorizing the main Japanese kanjis faster. Of course, the guide serves to explore and memorize as much Kanji as you want. So it will be easier than everyone says, it
will even be nice to study Kanji.This first Kanji dictionary will help you get an idea of how to use Japanese quickly. This may seem slow at first, but then it will encourage learning Japanese. You will find that passing the barrier from beginner to intermediate is not difficult to follow this guide. If you've already started this guide, check it out. Understand that it is Kanjis, and where and
when to use Kanjis. To do this I leave you a guide more. GUIDE: ON-YOMI VS KUN-YOMI Differences While you have managed to understand how to read Kanji, you'll be ready to learn more of the current Kanjis. Step #5: LEARN KANJI JAPONES AND FIX KNOWLEDGEStimated Time: 3 to 6 months. Basic Kanjis you should start training Katakana (next step) by following this
step. Training Kaji and storing knowledge will take about 3 months. In fact you can complete all the steps to the Japanese beginner while working on this step. Well, it's time to learn Kanji. First, let's define what it means to study kaji, which is the main one for those who learn Japanese. Then you'll know what to expect. When we talk about Kanji Training, we mean learning the most
important Kanjis. It is also its meaning in Spanish and its most common reading. As you should already know, because of On-Yomi and Kun-Yomi reading each Kanji may sound different. Translation is not always 100% correct, so you will learn the most important readings and values. Meaning and reading can be memorized by practicing and studying vocabulary. Once you get to
know Kanji, you should learn vocabulary with such Kanjis. Also, as you remember, you should learn some grammar later. Finally, your goal should be to learn about the 2000 most important Kanjis. Similarly, about 6,000 or vocabulary of words to use Kanjis. With this growth you should be able to read almost everything. Your goal should be to learn for every 20 or 30 Kanjis, 100
words to use these Kanjis (weekly). Don't despair if it seems too much for you. Here I leave you a guide to remember Kanjis. GUIDE: KANJI JAPONES WITH METHOD MNEMONIC AND RADICALSIn is a guide you will learn the meaning of the most important Kanji and their readings. You will learn how to use radicals and mememotechnics to create an effective routine. In
addition, you will have the help of very good apps for this, as well as WaniKani.You will be able to learn Japanese today and develop a weekly curriculum. I'll leave a list of the best apps to learn Japanese that you can use (to help). I know that by this point you will want to test the skills you have acquired in this whole process. So if you want to read it, we encourage you to see our
collection of Japanese children's stories. Keep in mind that I've said this before, this is a guide, but make sure you make a safe move. So quickly claim yourself, but don't get stressed or frustrated. Once here, be sure to view How to Pronounce in Japanese Guide. Step #6: LEARN TO READ JAPONES: ABECEDARIO JAPONES KATAKANATime Dear: 2 days to 2 weeks.
Premise: The ability to read Hiragana.Learning Katakana is very similar to hiragana's training. We have another guide, this time to learn to read Katakana.Just as hiragana you have to get to the point of being able to recognize each character almost immediately. GUIDE: LEARN ABECEDARIO JAPONES KATANAAprender Katakana, usually a little harder for learners of
Japanese. This is because the syllabic katakana is much less commonly used than Hiragan and Kanji. Soon Katakan will appear more often, so it is extremely important to learn to read it. Step #7: LEARN TO WRITE JAPONES KATAKANA (TIPEAR) Estimated time: a couple of hours. Premise: The ability to write Hiragana and be able to read Katakana.Katakana KeyboardThe
Katakana is very similar to Hiragana, thanks to this type of Katakana is not much different. There are some differences that you will already discover. You are definitely able to learn your knowledge of Hiragan for this exercise. Go straight to katakana's section of our guide how to write in Japanese. GUIDE: HOW TO WRITE KATAKANARe be sure to explore Kanji throughout
this process! Step #8: LEARN TO WRITE FREE JAPONES: KANJITime Dear: 1 to 2 hours. Condition: Be able to read 20 to 30 Kanji or more. Before you start this step make sure you can read some Kanjis correctly, 20 or 30 is enough for that. Writing Kanji on a mobile phone or PC is a bit harder than writing Hiragan and Either way, it still looks like. Enter the guide How to write in
Japanese and go straight to the Kanji section. Finally, go to the end of the guide, there you will find tips and tricks. GUIDE: HOW TO WRITE KANJINow you know how to write (TIPEAR) all in Japanese. With practice you can do it as you do in Spanish. Keep in mind that you will need to learn vocabulary to continue to improve and use this knowledge. Now you can start making
Japanese friends and even a Japanese girlfriend or boyfriend. Remember to continue practicing pronunciation! The last tip at the moment. KEEP YOUR HEAD DOWN, TRUST THIS GUIDE AND WORK EVERY DAY. Of course, you've already seen how this method is to learn Japanese from scratch, online and for free works, and that it's not that hard, in fact you'll start to think
that learning Japanese is an easy thing. Although we have already said that with our method you will not need an academy, we know that you will not be able to restrain yourself and end up looking for one. Whether it's a diploma, the obligation it generates to pay for something or whatever reason we understand. That's why we've worked hard to make your life easier. Of course,
now he asks you: Where can I learn Japanese? Japanese?
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